


 DE-OIL-IT
 ! Breaks down and detoxifies all types of petroleum waste 
           this “breaking down” process is known as DEGRADING
 ! Replaces the need to further manage treated oil and fuel 
           spills as hazmat, the result is not harmful to environment
 ! Eliminates petroleum spills on water, beaches, marshes
        and soil down to 100 feet.
 ! Eliminates the flashpoint reducing risk of fire and at the  
           same time eliminates toxic / nauseous fumes 
 ! Does NOT hurt the environment. Non Toxic, non
        microbial, no enzymes or nutrients. Safe to use



 Application of DE-OIL-IT
 The application of
 DE- OIL - IT does not
 require specialized
 equipment.

 Treatment begins by
 wetting down the
 contaminated area
 with water.

 After wetting the area
 apply DE-OIL-IT
 solution.

 After 2 - 3 days wet
 down the area again.  Water activates

 DE-OIL-IT.



 DE-OIL-IT
 Before  After



 New grass began growing
 on the contaminated area
 two weeks after
 treatment with DE-OIL-IT.

 Cattle no longer avoid the
 contaminated area.



 Cleaning Pipeline
 PIGS



 DE-OIL-IT
 Water Based
 No Flash Point
 Non - Flammable
 No Enzymes
 No Microbes
 Non - Detergent
 Non - Phosphate
 Non - Toxic
 Non - Corrosive
 Harmless to Plant Life
 Safe for Animals
 Safe for Aquatic Life
 Harmless to the Water Column

 DE-OIL-IT treats:

 ! Fuel and Oils - gas, diesel, aviation, hydraulic, etc. ! Benzenes, Xylene, Toluene
 ! Glycols and Parafin
 ! Trichloroethylene (TCE)
 ! Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH)
 ! Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB)
 ! Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB) 

Also
 ! Lab and InSitu tested Prudhome Bay and Louisiana Crude
 ! Submitted to EPA for inclusion National Contingency Plan 
           (“NCP list”) 

Note: De-Oil-It is an exclusive private label of EcoSpersa

De-Oil-It is a DEGRADER.   
Degreasers mainly move oil and fuel during the cleaning efforts, you still have a hazmat management problem.  
De-Oil-It by contrast breaks down hydrocarbon chains up to C40 in a process referred as degrading, that is, severing 
the hydrocarbon chain down to simpler less complex molecular structure and “capping the ends” thereby detoxifying 
and providing the means for natural occurring bacteria to complete the degrading process, no hazmat needs remain..



 DE- OIL - IT
 ✓ Quickly begins to degrade fuel and oil
 spills on contact
 ✓ Instantly begins the
 biodegrading/remediation process
 ✓ Spray on to hot or running engines
 (no flash point)
 ✓ Quickly degrades fuel/oil spills on
 land, water, surfaces
 ✓ Reduces or eliminates explosive
 vapors at their source
 ✓ Removes fuel & exhaust stains from
 hulls and stacks
 ✓ Economical concentrate dilatable up
 to 10:1 with water
 ✓ No costly cleanup · disposal of
 contaminated sorbents
 ✓ Meets and or exceeds Clean Marina
 criteria
 ✓ Safely cleans grease traps, catch
 basins and drains
 ✓ Cleans scuff marks, wine, bird stains
 from decks
 ✓ Cleans test tanks, replaces harmful
 detergents
 ✓ Cleans degrades bilge oil/fuel for safe
 pump -out
 ✓ Reduces risk of heavy fines for oily
 discharges
 ✓ Cleans/degreases engines & parts,
 water cleanup
 ✓ No harmful runoff from boat washing
 & test -tanks
 ✓ Cleans teak with no harmful acids to
 leak out its natural oils



 DE- OIL - IT  So, if you want to keep the land and water
 clean…If you want to be as eco - friendly as
 possible then you will want to make sure you
 have DE- OIL - IT on hand at all times.

 DE - OIL - IT’s combination of superior cleaning
 performance, environmental friendliness, cost
 savings and safety to businesses clearly sets it
 apart from degreasers, detergents, and other kinds 
 of harsh chemicals..



 McFaddin Central Tank Battery
 Case Study - 2016

Note : this study as originally conducted by Cypress Remediation, 
no longer an authorized De-Oil-It distributor, and OMG Solutions 
in conjunction with Cypress Remediation. GreenWorld Innovations 
has retained the rights to this case study under our distribution  
contract..
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